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Abstract
We study the properties of heavy mesons using a unitarized approach in a hot pionic
medium, based on an effective hadronic theory. The interaction between the heavy
mesons and pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons is described by a chiral Lagrangian at next-
to-leading order in the chiral expansion and leading order in the heavy-quark mass ex-
pansion so as to satisfy heavy-quark spin symmetry. The meson-meson scattering prob-
lem in coupled channels with finite-temperature corrections is solved in a self-consistent
manner. Our results show that the masses of the ground-state charmed mesons D(0−)
and Ds(1−) decrease in a pionic environment at T 6= 0 and they acquire a substantial
width. As a consequence, the behaviour of excited mesonic states (i.e. D∗s0(2317)± and
D∗0(2300)0,±), generated dynamically in our heavy-light molecular model, is also modi-
fied at T 6= 0. The aim is to test our results against Lattice QCD calculations in the future.
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1 Introduction
Relativistic heavy-ion collisions offer a unique scenario to study the production of heavy mesons
and multiquark states in general in extreme conditions of temperature and density. Heavy
mesons, i.e., charmed and bottom mesons, are of particular interest in this respect since heavy
flavour is mainly produced at the early stages of the heavy-ion collisions and hence they are
usually considered the ideal probes of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). After it is produced, the
heavy flavour interacts with the hot dense matter, first with the QGP and with the hot hadronic
medium after hadronization. Therefore, there is a need for a better theoretical understanding
of the properties of heavy mesons at temperatures and densities far from the nuclear regime.
In this contribution, we focus on the study of the QCD phase diagram in the high-temper-
ature and low-density regime, which corresponds to matter generated in heavy-ion collisions
at the Relativistic-Heavy-Ion-Collider (RHIC) at BNL and at the Large-Hadron-Collider (LHC)
at CERN. For this reason we consider mesonic matter at finite temperature, which can be
well-approximated to be mainly pionic at temperatures below the critical temperature for the
transition from the deconfined QGP to the hadron gas, Tc .
We present results of the modification of the properties of the D-mesons (D(∗)0, D(∗)+,
D(∗)+s ) when interacting with the surrounding pions in such a hot environment. We also show
results for the excited mesonic states dynamically generated in a heavy-light molecular model.
In particular, we study the D∗s0(2317)± and the D∗0(2300)0,±, that are the lightest strange and
non-strange excited mesons, respectively, and which have attracted much attention within the
molecular models as their masses differ from the quark model expectations.
2 Formalism
2.1 Interaction of heavy mesons with light mesons
The Lagrangian density that describes the interaction between D(∗)- and D(∗)s -mesons with spin-
parity J P = 0−(1−) and pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons (pi, K , K¯ and η) to next-to-leading
order (NLO) in the chiral expansion and keeping the leading order (LO) in the heavy-quark
mass expansion is given by:
L= LLO +LNLO. (1)
The LO contribution contains the kinetic and the mass terms of the heavy mesons as well
as interaction terms [1–4]:
LLO = 〈∇µD∇µD†〉 −m2D〈DD†〉 − 〈∇µD∗ν∇µD∗†ν 〉+ m2D〈D∗νD∗†ν 〉
+ i g〈D∗µuµD† − DuµD∗†µ 〉+ g2mD 〈D
∗
µuα∇βD∗†ν −∇βD∗µuαD∗†ν 〉εµναβ , (2)
where the brackets, 〈· · ·〉, denote the trace in flavour space, mD is the mass in the chiral limit
of the heavy mesons and the heavy-light pseudoscalar-vector coupling constant g is the same
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for the two interaction terms considering heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS). The D and D∗µ
are the J P = 0−, 1− SU(3) antitriplets
 
D =
 
D0 D+ D+s

, D∗µ =
 
D∗0 D∗+ D∗+s

µ

and
∇µD(∗) = ∂µD(∗) − D(∗)Γµ is their covariant derivative. The vector and axial-vector currents
are Γµ =
1
2(u
†∂µu+ u∂µu†) and uµ = i(u†∂µu− u∂µu†), respectively, with u =pU = exp( iΦp2 fpi )
and Φ the (3× 3)-matrix encoding the octet of Goldstone boson fields,
Φ=

1p
2
pi0 + 1p
6
η pi+ K+
pi− − 1p
2
pi0 + 1p
6
η K0
K− K¯0 −q23η
 , (3)
with fpi = 92.4 MeV the pseudoscalar decay constant in the chiral limit.
The NLO chiral Lagrangian term reads [5–8]
LNLO =− h0〈DD†〉〈χ+〉+ h1〈Dχ+D†〉+ h2〈DD†〉〈uµuµ〉
+ h3〈DuµuµD†〉+ h4〈∇µD∇νD†〉〈uµuν〉+ h5〈∇µD{uµ, uν}∇νD†〉
+ h˜0〈D∗µD∗†µ 〉〈χ+〉 − h˜1〈D∗µχ+D∗†µ 〉 − h˜2〈D∗µD∗†µ 〉〈uνuν〉
− h˜3〈D∗µuνuνD∗†µ 〉 − h˜4〈∇µD∗α∇νD∗†α 〉〈uµuν〉 − h˜5〈∇µD∗α{uµ, uν}∇νD∗†α 〉, (4)
where χ+ = u†χu† + uχu with the quark mass matrix χ = diag(m2pi, m
2
pi, 2m
2
K −m2pi).
At LO in the heavy-quark expansion the equality h˜i = hi (i = 0, 1, ..., 5) holds for the low-
energy constants (LECs), the value of which can be fitted to LQCD data. In this case, the
tree-level scattering amplitude of a D(∗)- or D(∗)s -meson scattered with a light meson reads
V jk(s, t, u) =
1
f 2pi
C jkLO
4
(s− u)− 4C jk0 h0 + 2C jk1 h1
− 2C jk24

2h2(p2 · p4) + h4
 
(p1 · p2)(p3 · p4) + (p1 · p4)(p2 · p3)

(5)
+ 2C jk35

h3(p2 · p4) + h5
 
(p1 · p2)(p3 · p4) + (p1 · p4)(p2 · p3)

,
where p1 and p2 (p3 and p4) are the momenta of the incoming (outgoing) mesons. The j, k
indices denote channels in the sector with charm C , strangeness S and isospin I in the isospin
basis, as isospin violation is not considered.
2.2 Unitarized amplitudes at T = 0
The interaction above is unitarized through the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach in coupled chan-
nels describing the two-body scattering in a basis with several channels, which in its matrix
form is written as T = V +V GT . This equation has a purely algebraic solution for the on-shell
resummed amplitude:
T (s) = V (s)[1− V (s)G(s)]−1, (6)
where V (s) is the matrix containing the interaction potentials of Eq. (5) and G(s) is the diagonal
matrix constructed from the meson-meson loop functions, with the characteristic unitarity cut
above threshold and regularized with a cutoff.
The analytical continuation of Eq. (6) to the complex-energy plane allows to identify quasi-
bound, resonant and virtual states from poles in different Riemann sheets (RS) of the T -matrix.
In addition to the pole position given by the mass, MR = Re
p
sR, and the width, ΓR/2 = Im
p
sR,
one can also obtain the coupling, gi , of the pole to the channel i from the residue around
the pole position, which is associated to the strength of that channel in the generation of
the resonance, and the compositeness, X i = |gi|2|∂ Gi/∂ s|s=sR , that can be interpreted as the
importance of the two-meson channel i component in the dynamically generated state.
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2.3 Finite temperature
The main novelty of the work presented in this contribution is the extension of the model
above so as to include finite temperature corrections. We use the method described in [9,10]
up to some technicalities. On the one hand, in order to take into account the effect of a
pionic bath at finite temperature on the properties of the ground-state charmed mesons, we
use the imaginary time formalism (ITF). It essentially consists in replacing the real energy of
the propagator by discrete imaginary frequencies, q0→ωn = i2pinT (for bosons), commonly
referred to as Matsubara frequencies, and the corresponding intermediate energy integrals by
sums over discrete values, namely,∫
d4q
(2pi4)
→ i
β
∑
n
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
. (7)
On the other hand, the self-energy of the heavy meson (Fig. 1a), obtained from closing
the pion line in the T -matrix element corresponding to D(s)pi→ D(s)pi scattering (Fig. 1c), is
employed to dress its propagator (Fig. 1b).
Di Di
pi
(a)
Di = Di +
pi
Di Di
(b)
Di Dj
Φ jΦi
=
Di Dj
Φ jΦi
+
Di Dj
Φ jΦi
Dk
Φk
(c)
Figure 1: Diagramatic representation of (a) the self-energy of the D(s)-meson, (b)
the dressed D(s)-meson propagator and (c) the BS equation at T 6= 0 with dressed
propagators in the loop.
Thus, upon summation over the Matsubara frequencies and extrapolation to the real axis,
the most general expression that we can write for the two-meson loop function at finite tem-
perature is:
GDiΦi (E, ~p; T ) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
∫
dω
∫
dω′
SDi (ω, ~q; T )SΦi (ω
′, ~p− ~q; T )
E −ω−ω′ + i" [1+ f (ω, T ) + f (ω
′, T )], (8)
where f (ω, T ) and f (ω′, T ) are the Bose-Einstein distributions and SDi and SΦi the spectral
functions, defined below. As in the zero temperature case, we regularize the loop function
above using a momentum cutoff. This expression can be simplified if we do not consider the
modification of the light meson by its interaction with the pions in the bath and hence its
spectral function, SΦi , can be replaced with a delta function.
The ITF leads to a factor containing a combination of meson Bose distribution functions,
f (ω, T ) = (eω/T − 1)−1, at temperature T in Eq. (8). To give a physical interpretation, it is
useful to change the limits of integration to [0,∞) and split the integral into four terms, as
well as to rewrite the sums of Bose functions. After some analytical work one can show that
4
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the integrand reads (with the notation fDi := f (ω, T ) and fΦi := f (ω
′, T ) for simplicity)
[1+ fDi ][1+ fΦi ]− fDi fΦi
E −ω−ω′ + i" +
fDi fΦi − [1+ fDi ][1+ fΦi ]
E +ω+ω′ + i"
+
fDi [1+ fΦi ]− fΦi [1+ fDi ]
E +−ω′ + i" +
fΦi [1+ fDi ]− fDi [1+ fΦi ]
E −ω+ω′ + i" , (9)
up to a factor containing the spectral functions. For example, the first term may be inter-
preted as the production of a heavy-light meson pair, occurring with a statistical weight factor
(1+ fDi )(1+ fΦi ), minus the absorption of a heavy-light meson pair, which is possible at finite
temperature, with a statistical weight factor fDi fΦi . Similarly, the other terms can be related
to production and absorption processes of particles and antiparticles by the bath [11,12]. We
note that at T = 0 the Bose distribution function vanishes and only the terms corresponding
to the production of a meson-meson pair and an antimeson-antimeson pair survive.
The location of branch cuts can also be read out from Eq. (9). In addition to the standard
unitarity cut above the channel threshold, E ≥ (mDi + mΦi ), which is the standard cut at
T = 0, because of the additional processes that are allowed at finite temperature a new cut
develops for E ≤ |mDi −mΦi |. This is known as the Landau cut and has no counterpart in the
vacuum theory. In Appendix A we show results for the loop functions of the various heavy-light
channels where one can appreciate these features at different temperatures.
The unitarized T -matrix resulting from solving the BS equation with loops including finite
temperature corrections but undressed heavy mesons is employed to obtain the first iteration
of the self-energy of the heavy mesons in a pionic bath:
ΠDi (E, ~p; T ) =
∫
d3q
(2pi)3
∫
dΩ
E
ωpi
f (Ω, T )− f (ωpi, T )
E2 − (ωpi −Ω)2 + i"

− 1
pi

Im TDipi(Ω, ~p + ~q; T ), (10)
where again there is a combination of Bose factors coming from the ITF. The spectral function
is then readily obtained from the imaginary part of the dressed propagator (Fig. 1b) as
SDi (ω, ~q; T ) = − 1pi ImDDi (ω, ~q; T ) = −
1
pi
Im

1
ω2 − ~q2 −m2Di −ΠDi (ω, ~q; T )

, (11)
and used in the loop function of Eq. (8). The new unitarized amplitude calculated using
dressed loops (Fig. 1c) modifies, in turn, the self-energy (Fig. 1a) and therefore this procedure
needs to be iterated several times to ensure self-consistent results.
3 Results
We study here the heavy-light meson scattering in the sectors with charm, strangeness and
isospin (C , S, I) = (1,0, 1/2) and (1,1, 0), where there are strong indications that the excited
D∗0(2300)0,± and D∗s0(2317)± are dynamically generated in molecular models. We take the
LECs of the NLO Lagrangian from Fit-2B in Ref. [8], but not the subtraction constants of the
unitarization procedure that they also fit to lattice data, as we find that they might correspond
to small and unrealistic values of the cutoff for certain channels, much smaller than the value
of Λ= 800MeV that we take. Also loop functions in dimensional regularization have positive
real parts at low energies far from threshold that might generate unphysical poles in the T -
matrix and make the numerical integration of Eq. (10) more complicated. We have checked
that the obtained scattering lengths are also in excellent agreement with the lattice data.
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3.1 Poles at T = 0
In Table 1, we give the pole positions and their couplings and compositeness for the coupled
channels Dpi(2005.3), Dη(2415.1) and DsK¯(2464.0) (the threshold energies in parenthesis)
in the (1,0, 1/2) sector and DK(2364.9) and Dsη(2516.2) in the (1, 1,0) sector at zero tem-
perature. Similarly to previous works [7, 8], we find two poles in the (1,0, 1/2) sector that
can be associated to the D∗0(2300)0,±. The lower pole, located just above the Dpi threshold, is
a resonance coupling mostly to Dpi and qualifies as a Dpi molecular state. The status of the
higher pole is a bit more complicated. We find it above the DsK¯ threshold as a virtual state
in the (−,−,+) RS, but for some values of the parameters of the model [7, 8] it appears as a
resonant pole between the Dη and DsK¯ thresholds, strongly coupling to the DsK¯ channel in
both cases. In the (1, 1,0) sector we find a bound state for the D∗s0(2317)±, with a large DK
component.
(C , S, I) RS MR (MeV) ΓR/2 (MeV) |gi| (GeV) X i
(1,0, 1/2) (−,+,+) 2081.9 86.0 |gDpi|= 8.9 XDpi = 0.29− i 0.27
|gDη|= 0.4 XDη = 0.00+ i 0.00
|gDs K¯ |= 5.4 XDs K¯ = 0.01+ i 0.05
(−,−,+) 2521.2 121.7 |gDpi|= 6.4 XDpi = 0.02+ i 0.09
|gDη|= 8.4 XDη = 0.15− i 0.27
|gDs K¯ |= 14.0 XDs K¯ = 0.43+ i 0.49
(1,1, 0) (+,+) 2252.5 0.0 |gDK |= 13.3 XDK = 0.66+ i 0.00
|gDsη|= 9.2 XDsη = 0.17+ i 0.00
Table 1: Poles and the corresponding couplings and compositeness for the coupled
channels in the sectors with the quantum numbers of the D∗0(2300)0,± (upper) and
the D∗s0(2317)± (lower).
3.2 Spectral functions of ground-state heavy mesons at T 6= 0
From the procedure described in Section 2.3 we obtain the modification of the ground-state
properties of D- and Ds-mesons in a hot pionic bath as a function of the temperature. In Fig. 2
we display their zero-momentum spectral functions (see Eqs. (10) and (11)) for temperatures
going from 40 MeV (in dark purple) to 150 MeV (in yellow). We show the experimental values
of the masses in dark blue. The main effects of the temperature are a shift of the peak, which
can be associated to the mass at that temperature, towards lower values and a significant
broadening with increasing temperatures.
The displacement of the peak is related to the non-zero real part of the self-energy at finite
temperature, defined as Re Π˜Di (E, ~p; T ) = ReΠDi (E, ~p; T )− ReΠDi (E =
Ç
m2Di + ~p
2, ~p; T = 0).
We find a monotonic displacement with increasing temperatures that is about 13% and 1% of
the mass for the D- and Ds-mesons, respectively, at T = 150 MeV. This result contrasts with
the negligible contribution of Re Π˜D compared to the mass found in [9]. In the case of the
width, which is connected to the imaginary part, our results of ΓD(T = 150 MeV) ∼ 50 MeV
for the D-meson are comparable to those in [9], and in addition we obtain for the Ds-meson a
width of ΓDs(T = 150MeV)∼ 7 MeV.
We note that the lower modification with temperature of the Ds-meson with respect to
the D-meson is basically related to its weaker interaction with pions, as the Dspi interaction
vanishes at LO (see [13] for more details).
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Figure 2: Spectral functions of the D- and Ds-mesons as a function of the energy, at
zero momentum and at different temperatures from 0 to 150 MeV.
An analogous study of the charmed vector mesons results in mass shifts of ∼ 10% and
∼ 1%, and widths of ∼ 50MeV and ∼ 10MeV for the D∗- and D∗s -mesons, respectively.
3.3 Unitarized amplitudes and excited states at T 6= 0
As shown in Section 3.1, the excited D∗0(2300)0,± and the D∗s0(2317)± are dynamically gener-
ated within our model at T = 0 as heavy-light molecules with J P = 0+. Therefore, the modifi-
cation of the ground-state charmed mesons in a hot pionic bath has an immediate repercussion
on the finite-temperature unitarized amplitudes.
2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600
E [MeV]
0
50
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300
|T i
→
i|[
M
eV
0
]
D∗0(2300)
0,±
Dpi
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0
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140
150
T
[M
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]
(a)
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→
i|[
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0
]
D∗s0(2317)
±
DK
Dsη
0
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140
150
T
[M
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]
(b)
Figure 3: Absolute value of (a) the Dpi→ Dpi, Dη→ Dη and DsK¯ → DsK¯ scattering
amplitudes with (C , S, I) = (1,0, 1/2) and (b) the DK → DK and Dsη → Dsη ones
with (C , S, I) = (1, 1,0) at different temperatures from 0 to 150 MeV.
In Fig. 3 we show the absolute value of the diagonal T -matrix elements in the relevant
sectors. In the (1,0, 1/2) sector we can identify the two resonances of the two-pole structure
of the D∗0(2300)0,± in the Dpi → Dpi and DsK¯ → DsK¯ amplitudes, respectively. For increas-
ing temperatures the structures get diluted, as their widths increase by a factor of 2 or 3 at
T = 150MeV with respect to the values at zero temperature.
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Similarly, the delta function in the T = 0 amplitudes in the (1,1, 0) sector corresponding
to a bound state for the D∗s0(2317)± develops a finite width at T 6= 0. It moves up to ∼ 5%
towards lower energies and acquires a width of ∼ 30 MeV at T = 150MeV.
4 Conclusions and Outlook
We have used a self-consistent formalism to study the effect of finite temperature on the scat-
tering of charmed mesons off light mesons. In essence, our results show that the masses of the
pseudoscalar and vector ground-state charmed mesons decrease with increasing temperature
while developing a substantial width in a hot pionic medium.
The modification of the D(∗)- and D(∗)s -mesons has, in turn, consequences for the properties
at finite temperature of resonances that are dynamically generated within our model as heavy-
light molecules. We have indeed shown that the D∗0(2300)0,±, having basically a Dpi and DsK¯
two-pole structure, and D∗s0(2317)±, which is mainly a DK bound state at T = 0, get diluted
as the temperature of the pion bath is increased. We will further discuss these results in a
future paper [13]. It is interesting to note that the dilution of these excited states results from
the relatively strong interaction of the charmed mesons with pions. Therefore these results
are tied to the molecular description of our model for these excited states that would not be
attained within quark models. These findings have to be considered when calculating heavy-
ion collision observables.
In the near future we also expect to test our results against calculations from Lattice QCD.
Furthermore, we also aim to study mesons with hidden-charm, as the X (3872), as well as to
extend our model to the bottom sector. We also plan to calculate transport properties at finite
temperature, relevant for understanding the matter produced in heavy-ion collision experi-
ments at the LHC or RHIC.
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A Loop functions
In this appendix we briefly discuss the modification of the loop functions of heavy-light chan-
nels with temperature: Dpi, DK , Dη (Fig. 4a), Dspi, DsK , Dsη (Fig. 4b). The first thing to note is
the two branch cuts described from Eq. (9) in Section 2.3, seen as kinks in the real parts (upper
plots) and openings of the imaginary parts (lower plots) of the loops. As explained in the text,
the interaction with the hot medium is responsible for the Landau cut at E ≤ |mDi −mΦi | and
also for temperature corrections for the standard unitarity cut above threshold, the magnitude
of which increases with increasing temperatures. Moreover the shift of the mass and widening
of the heavy-meson spectral functions used for dressing the mesons in the loops produce shifts
and smoothenings of the cuts, respectively. For this reason, the sharp unitarity cut at threshold
8
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observed at T = 0 and the kink of the real part become less abrupt with temperature.
As regards the differences among channels, the reason why the Landau cut is less pro-
nounced for channels with heavier light mesons (K and η) than for channels with a pi is that,
because of their larger mass, they are scarce in the mesonic medium at the temperatures con-
sidered. Finally, the corrections resulting from the dressing of the Ds are moderate compared
to those in the case of the D because its interaction with the pion is weaker and hence its
modification with temperature is smaller.
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Figure 4: Loop function for channels with (a) a D- or (b) a Ds-meson and a light
meson, the real part in the upper subpanels and the imaginary part in the lower
subpanels, at different temperatures from 0 to 150 MeV.
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